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Chronic HIV infection causes a progressive decrease in the ability to maintain homeostasis resulting, after
some time, in eventual break down of immune functions. Recent clinical research has shed light on a sig-
nificant contribution of the lymphatic tissues, where HIV causes accumulation of collagen, (fibrosis).
Specifically, where tissue is populated by certain types of functional stromal cells designated
Fibroblastic Reticular Cells (FRCs), these have been found to play a crucial role in balancing out apoptosis
and regeneration of naïve T-cells through 2-way cellular signaling. Tissue fibrosis not only impedes this
signaling, effectively reducing T-cell levels through increased apoptosis of cells of both T- and FRC type
but has been found to be irreversible by current HIV standard treatment (cART). While the therapy aims
to block the viral lifecycle, cART-associated increase of T-cell levels in blood appears to conceal existing
FRC impairment through fibrosis. This hidden impairment can lead to adverse consequences if treatment
is interrupted, e.g. due to poor adherence (missing doses) or through periods recovering from drug tox-
icities. Formal clinical studies on treatment interruption have indicated possible adverse effects, but
quantification of those effects in relation to interruption protocol and patient predisposition remains
unclear. Accordingly, the impact of treatment interruption on lymphatic tissue structure and T-cell levels
is explored here by means of computer simulation. A novel Stochastic Cellular Automata model is pro-
posed, which utilizes all sources of clinical detail available to us (though sparse in part) for model
parametrization. Sources are explicitly referenced and conflicting evidence from previous studies
explored. The main focus is on (i) spatial aspects of collagen build up, together with (ii) collagen increase
after repeated treatment interruptions to explore the dynamics of HIV-induced fibrosis and T-cell loss.
� 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under theCCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

While the importance of lymphatic tissues in HIV pathogenesis
has long been known, (Fauci et al., 1996), research has focused
mainly on their limited permeability to antiretroviral drugs and
role as a viral reservoir, (Spiegel et al., 1992; Pantaleo et al.,
1993). Recently, however dependency of immune system function
on the structural integrity of lymph tissue, (Schacker et al., 2005;
Zeng et al., 2011) has been suggested. Other factors, such as accu-
mulation of highly differentiated T-cells, (with associated reduc-
tion of naïve variants), and the exhaustion of hematopoietic stem
cells, are also assumed to be associated with HIV-induced degener-
ation and have been described extensively (see (Appay and Sauce,
2017) for a Review). In the following, therefore, the investigation
focuses on the contribution of the tissue integrity to the immune
system function and consequences of impairment for T-cell
survival.

Specific cells, known as Fibroblastic Reticular Cells (FRCs), are
present in T-cell zones of lymph nodes, (Fletcher et al., 2015),
where they are associated with collagen fibers in a dense network
(FRCn). Ongoing HIV infection causes changes in the levels of
cytokines responsible for cellular signaling. For example, Trans-
forming Growth Factor b1 (TGF-b1), has been found to be elevated
in lymphatic tissue, (Theron et al., 2017) possibly expressed by
increased numbers of Regulatory T-cells (TREGs), (Hasenkrug
et al., 2018). The presence of TGF-b1 causes stromal cells to pro-
duce additional collagen leading to a low-level process of fibrosis
in the T-cell zone, (Zeng et al., 2011). The resulting overgrowth,
of the FRCn by collagen, causes these cells to block cellular signal-
ing, (Fletcher et al., 2015). However, FRCs maintain a complex bal-
ance with CD4 + cells, ensuring homeostasis by exchange of
cytokines and preventing apoptosis of both types of cell. Disrup-
tion of cellular signaling thus starts a vicious cycle of increased
apoptosis of both CD4 + cells and FRCs. Rates of apoptosis have
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been found to be strongly correlated with the area of the colla-
genated region, (Zeng et al., 2012). Administration of state-of-art
combination Antiretroviral Therapy (cART) effectively blocks key
pathways of the viral lifecycle thus reducing CD4 + cell loss due
to viral activity, (Günthard etal., 2014). Levels of CD4 + cells have
been found to rise subsequently with consequent normalizing of
cytokine levels, (Kassutto et al., 2006), slowing down the tissue col-
lagenation process leading to recovery of FRC levels, (Zeng et al.,
2012). However, cART can not undo existing fibrosis, (Zeng et al.,
2012), with this resulting in permanent but hidden immune sys-
tem impairment which may influence disease progression and sub-
sequent response to treatment when treatment is reinstated after
an interruption. Administration of antifibrotic agents has been suc-
cessfully tested in an SIV context, (Estes et al., 2015) but we have not
been able to find corresponding clinical studies in humans. The
overall process of collagenation has been researched in some
detail, but spatial aspects of collagenation patterns and their
effects remains unclear. Although ‘black holes’ in the FRCn, (with
an absence of functional FRCs), have been found to be associated
with lower CD4 + concentrations and higher rates of apoptosis,
(Zeng et al., 2011), the impact of spatial heterogeneity over
affected tissue as a whole has yet to be investigated.

Interruptions of cART are still common, despite contrary recom-
mendation by medical authorities, (WHO, Consolidated guidelines
on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating and preventing HIV
infection, 2013). The demands of daily lifelong medication associ-
ated with cART have long been known to engender both physiolog-
ical and psychological problems such as drug toxicity effects,
(Masenyetse et al., 2015) and drug fatigue, (Pai and Lawrence,
2006) respectively. These factors frequently engender non-
adherence (missing drug dose voluntarily or otherwise), (Glass
and Cavassini, 2014), or so-called ‘drug holidays’ (interruption of
treatment for an extended period without authorization),
(Wakode, 2013). In certain resource-limited settings, interruptions
may also result from insufficient amounts of antiretroviral drugs,
(Mann et al., 2013), lack of knowledge, on requirements for ongo-
ing treatment or pharmacodynamics of the active agent, (Nozaki
et al., 2013), or from fear of stigma, (Murray et al., 2009). Treat-
ment discontinuation leads to viral rebound, a rapid increase of
viral particles which become detectable in blood after about
10 days, (Rothenberger et al., 2015). Few clinical studies have stud-
ied, in a structured way, the effects of treatment interruptions over
longer timescales, (Benson, 2006). Conventionally, such Structured
Treatment Interruptions (STIs) were regarded either as a means to
reduce drug toxicity, reduce costs and potentially allow immune
functions to recover, (Rosenberg et al., 2000) or as a way to achieve
removal of drug resistant virus by outgrowth of wild type, (Brenner
et al., 2002). Study results on impact have been variable: one study
noted increased fatalities, (El-Sadr et al., 2006), while no detrimen-
tal effects were found compared to continuous treatment in others,
(Maggiolo et al., 2009); some adverse effects such as drug resistant
mutations were also reported, (García et al., 2001), while beneficial
effects on immune control were observed in exceptional cases
only, (Rosenberg et al., 2000). To date, treatment interruptions
are not recommended by medical experts, whereas an early start
to treatment and indefinite administration are advocated. Never-
theless, conflicting outcomes of different clinical studies offer no
clear indication on the circumstances under which treatment
interruptions might pose a ‘clinically acceptable’ risk given that
unstructured interruptions can also occur in reality.

However, while cART (with associated drug burden) remains
the only effective means to counteract HIV-infection, (unstruc-
tured) treatment interruptions seem inevitable. Assessing poten-
tially harmful outcomes is therefore of vital importance and,
where clinical data are out of reach, in-silico approaches aims to
provide insights into past study outcomes as well as guidance for
future clinical study, (Bueno-Orovio et al., 2017). In the context
of HIV, a particularly rich base of models (predominantly based
on Ordinary Differential Equations) has existed since the early
1990s and has been used to explore a number of disease aspects
(Perelson and Nelson, 1999). However, due to the core assumption
of a ‘well-mixed’ environment, their use for the analysis of treat-
ment interruptions is limited since spatial heterogeneity, now
thought to be important, (Hillmann et al., 2017), is not
accommodated.

In consequence, computational or stochastic approaches have
gained traction in recent years, utilizing growing availability of
cost-efficient computing power and modifying ODE-based results.
A noteworthy example is C-IMMSIM, (Bernaschi and Castiglione,
2001), serving as an agent-based framework for cellular compo-
nents of the immune system to simulate aspects of the its
response, such as antigen recognition and T-cell maturation. The
latter is modelled following an elaborate approach with receptors
represented by bit-strings (first reported (Celada and Seiden,
1992). The framework was subsequently also used to assess HIV
treatment initiation timing, (Paci et al., 2011), and interruptions,
(Castiglione et al., 2007; Mancini et al., 2012). While C-
IMMSIMM serves well as a general-purpose immune system simu-
lator, some limitations for application to HIV treatment interrup-
tions apply. The framework is designed to focus on aspects of
immune surveillance evasion through viral mutation and latent
infection of T-cells, (Mancini et al., 2012), so aims to explain
immune failure after interruptions in a similar fashion to that of
older ODE models. However, other key aspects, such as drug resis-
tance and tissue dynamics, are not considered. It is difficult to
obtain sufficiently exact parameters due to the high level of com-
putational complexity for core functions, (Castiglione and Celada,
2015) while the model has high computational cost with heavy
demand on computational resources, (Halling-Brown et al.,
2010). Further, while the framework is detailed and complex in
some respects, omission of key aspects (as noted above), suggest
that diverse implications of treatment interruptions are not
explored. Any model represents a compromise between realism,
feasibility and availability of relevant data for computation. The
contention is that a more specific model, with sufficient level of
detail to investigate the lymphatic tissue domain, is indicated,
and is the focus of work presented here.

Few mathematical or computational models have been pro-
posed to describe processes, inherent to lymphatic tissue, with
most approaches focusing on the role of the network as the struc-
tural element of T-cell trafficking, (Beltman et al., 2007; Linderman
et al., 2010; Bogle and Dunbar, 2010; Graw and Regoes, 2012;
Donovan and Lythe, 2012). More recently, the function of the FRCn
in the context of immune response has been considered, (Textor
et al., 2016) and a detailed representation of the microscopic net-
work structure proposed (Savinkov et al., 2017). However, only a
limited number of models have addressed the issue of HIV-
induced alterations of the tissue matrix. In a recent study, Donovan
and Lythe, (Donovan and Lythe, 2016), constructed a PDE model to
assess the impact of collagenation of the FRCn on CD4 + concentra-
tion recovery after treatment initiation. The model focused on
aspects of CD4 + proliferation and excluded spatial effects by
assuming that all ‘reagents’ were distributed uniformly over model
space. The authors argue that a spatial representation, such as an
Agent Based Model, is computationally costly and spatial effects
negligible due to (near) random movement of CD4 + cells.

Nonetheless, spatial aspects have been found to play a major
role in many areas of HIV infection, (Graw et al., 2013), with data
suggesting impact on the FRCn as well. As noted earlier, functional
CD4 + cells have been found to be located predominantly in intact
regions of the FRCn while apoptotic cells were co-located with
high-collagen regions, (Zeng et al., 2011). Also, despite
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CD4 + cells appearing to traverse the FRCn in a near random fash-
ion, (Linderman et al., 2010), cells enter the lymph node through
dedicated conduits termed high endothelial venules (HEVs), (Ager
and May 2015), suggesting that distribution of CD4 + cells over
the network is non-uniform. Though molecular mechanisms of col-
lagen formation are mostly well-known, (Zeng et al., 2012), spatial
formation patterns have yet to be obtained. The main mechanism
appears to be connected with the elongation of existing collagen
fibers, (Zeng et al., 2012) which may argue for distinctive spatial
formation patterns.

We address these lacunae arising from previous work in the fol-
lowing way: (i) In assessing effects of FRCn degradation due to HIV
infection, a model framework is proposed which includes spatial
heterogeneity aspects of the lymphatic microenvironment rather
than the traditional assumption of a well-mixed situation; (ii) this
specific adaptation permits focus on mechanisms important to col-
lagen formation patterns, so that computational cost is modest
compared to adaptation of a large-scale model, which includes fea-
tures of less immediate interest.
Fig. 1. Fundamental concepts of on-lattice collagenation model. Left side: Solid
arrows indicate neighborhood effects. Originating from HEVs (black dots), collagen
(solid grey boxes) spreads to adjacent uncollagenated/healthy sites (white boxes).
Right side: Probability of CD4 + cells found present (grey shading/overlay)
decreases quadratically with distance to HEVs, based on current assumptions of
slow movement. In the event of more rapid T-cell dispersion (or influx from other
sources) probabilities close to HEV regions would be relatively low, which
corresponds to a more uniform distribution.
2. Methods

Cellular Automata (CA) approaches (Beauchemin et al., 2006;
Escobar Ospina and Perdomo, 2013; González et al., 2013), have
become popular for quantitative assessment of disease effects on
immune system function, (Chavali et al., 2008). This material pre-
sented here builds on (Hillmann et al., 2017), in order to illustrate a
heterogenous distribution of CD4 + cells (assumed homogenous
with the original approach). As with (Hillmann et al., 2017), the lat-
tice represents a fraction of the FRCn of a lymph node, with sites in
either a healthy or impaired state. Each site of the CA is assumed to
represent one FRC, directly connected to its n nearest neighbors.
This assumption is in line with clinical data, suggesting a lattice-
like topology of the FRCn with small-world features, (Novkovic
et al., 2016). These latter enable (additional) connections to more
distant sites, allowing for non-local (as opposed to neighborhood)
effects. In CA terms, these small-world properties are achieved
by assigning states to a given fraction of randomly selected sites
with state changes obtained through neighborhood-effects, (Yang
and Yang, 2007).

For CD4 + motility, we adopt the assumption of a random walk
suggested by microscopic data, (von Andrian and Mempel, 2003).
Thus, we have a reasonable basis to assume that CD4 + cells enter
the simulated lymphatic network only at HEVs, (Ager and May
2015) and perform a random walk over simulated FRCn from these
conduit sites. It is worth noting that T-cells may also enter lymph
nodes via other routes (e.g. afferent lymphatics). However, the
quantities of T-cells migrating through such routes in relation to
HEVs are not sufficiently known. One possibility is that the process
may be regarded as a baseline reduction of CD4 + cells, indepen-
dent of spatial considerations such as those we explore here for
collagenation.

The model time step was set to represent a week in real time to
enable assessment of both mid- and long-term-effects. Our model
considers the spatial effects of collagen formation and depletion of
CD4 + cells. This reduction in cell numbers is due either to direct
viral effects or to collagenation of the lymphatic tissue matrix
where, under ART administration, the former is reversible but not
the latter.

To account for the marked computational cost required to track
a large number of separate CD4 + cells passing through lymphatic
tissue, we generate a probability distribution for a given cell being
present at any lattice site. The cellular automata model was imple-
mented in the C++ programming language with key features illus-
trated in Fig. 1, with separate elements and their rationale
described in more detail as follows.
2.1. Simulation environment

A 2-dimensional square lattice with each site representing a
single FRC forms the basis of all simulations. The actual FRCn occu-
pies a 3-dimensional space in the approximately spherical lymph
node. Human lymph node sizes span a range between 0.5 and
2 cm, (Ward et al., 2018). Diameters larger than 1.5 cm are in the
short axis are usually considered pathological, (Ganeshalingam
and Koh, 2009; van den Brekel et al., 1998). For our study, we
assume an average diameter of ~1 cm, acknowledging that other
sizes in the above-mentioned range are possible. Microscopic
imaging data on the FRCn has been obtained using histological cuts
of the actual organ, e.g. Novkovic et al, (Novkovic et al., 2016),
offering some insight into the 3-dimensional topology of the retic-
ular network. Translating this data into an exact computational
representation of the network structure along with different func-
tional areas in a lymph node has been a focus of recent work,
(Bocharov et al., 2015). However, to address broad questions of col-
lagenation in context of HIV, simplifications can reasonably reduce
complexity while retaining enough information about the system.
In this context, reduction of dimensions is used to address the
problem in a ‘layered’ fashion. and has been commonly employed
in the context of investigating the spread of HIV in tissues, e.g.
(González et al., 2013; Strain et al., 2002; Precharattana, 2016).
Taking into account clinical literature to date, a 2D representation
and parameter ranges can capture qualified tissue features on
which to base further hypotheses.

The mean distance between the centers of reticular cells (FRCs)
has been determined to be in the range of 21–30 lm, (Graw and
Regoes, 2012), or in the order of 23 lm according to recent murine
experiments, (Novkovic et al., 2018). In any case, a histologic sec-
tion through the whole organ would correspond to a square lattice
with side length of approximately 500. The vast majority of FRCs
has been found to be connected to 6–11 (median 8) neighboring
cells, (Novkovic et al., 2016), with a smaller number of FRCs of



Fig. 2. A (500 � 500) lattice section for lymphatic tissue showing spatially
heterogenous probabilities of CD4 + cell presence. Regions around HEVs (conduit
entries for CD4 + cell movements; red) are associated with high probabilities,
compared to non-HEV areas (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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higher connectivity responsible for the small-world characteristics
of the network. To simulate small-world properties in our CA
model, the neighborhood of a site (as for the classical Moore neigh-
borhood) was taken to be the 8 nearest-neighbors for the majority
of FRCs, while a site might also be connected to a randomly-
selected site with a probability PS, (Yang and Yang, 2007), (see
model rule 2). For each lattice site, one of two states was assumed:
H (healthy FRC, no collagen), and C (covered by collagen, no FRC).
During model initialization, all sites of the 500x500 lattice were
assigned a state H, with the exception of a random fraction PHEV
representing HEVs as entry points for CD4 + cells, with special state
CH. The density of HEVs in the T-cell zone of a lymph node remains
inconclusive and is apparently variable depending on immune sys-
tem status, (Ager, 2017). Available data, however, indicate a den-
sity of about 18 per square millimeter, (Shen et al., 2014), which
translates to an estimate of ~0.01 for PHEV.

2.2. Tissue collagenation

State changes (or transitions) at lattice sites follow a probabilis-
tic set of rules, where at unit time step t, change from state � to a
state y is represented by a probability Px?y; (indices are assigned
for clarity). While some transition probabilities have fixed values,
others depend on the neighborhood of a given site.

Updates are performed in discrete time steps, where each step
represents ~1 week in real-time. This choice of interval reflects
the fact that collagenation occurs over years, i.e. is slow compared
to other aspects of HIV infection (such as infected cell turnaround
and corresponding immune response).

The model rules for collagenation spread are as follows, (desig-
nated by cell state type and mechanism).

1 Rule H ? C (neighborhood-driven):
PH?C (N) = (1–(1–PINF)

N)
2 Rule H ? C (random – small world):
PH?C (S) = PS
3 Rule C ? H (regeneration):
PC?H = PR = 0

Description: Initially, collagenation is seeded by assigning state
CH to random sites with probability PHEV which serve as origins of
collagenation while all other sites are assigned to state H.

1 The first rule expresses the chance that a given site may become
collagenated, depending on the amount of collagen already pre-
sent in the neighborhood, (as suggested by microscopic data),
[13]. The collagenation process is ascribed to factors, such as
presence of Transforming Growth Factor b1 (TGF-b1), [8] which
is commonly excreted by regulatory T-cells (TREGs). The num-
ber of these cells is high during HIV infection, possibly related
to inflammation processes, (Hasenkrug et al., 2018): TGF-b1 in
the model here is taken to be a scalar represented by probability
PH ? C (N) which depends on the number of collagenated neigh-
bors and is thus non-uniform. Each of N collagenated neighbors
of a site with state H may cause collagenation of a given site
with a probability PINF (of inflammation) at each time step:
the contribution to PH?C (N) is thus binomial. We assume that
N may take values from 0 to 8, (Moore neighborhood), as above
(Novkovic et al., 2016).

2 Given the evidence of the FRCn having small-world topology,
(Novkovic et al., 2016), state changes can also be ascribed to
neighborhood effects at random sites. Changes are triggered
with probability dependent on the interconnection between
different clusters, Yang and Yang (2007), where high values of
interconnection lead to approximation by a random network.
For random collagenation, therefore, our CA model mimics this
process by introducing an alternative rule for H ? C, where a
site selected at random assumes state, C, with a probability PS.
This rule is applied at each iteration in addition to rule 1 and
leads to an accumulation of collagen at random sites (in addi-
tion to local accumulation). However, use of this rule is confined
to preliminary experiments (see results) to determine an esti-
mate for PS while considering only the special case of PS = 0
for subsequent experiments to emphasize local collagenation.

3 Finally, we note that, while some clinical data do provide evi-
dence of a small, albeit significant, FRC regeneration once
antiretroviral treatment is initiated, (Zeng et al., 2012), the
strong general evidence is that collagenation is irreversible.
Regeneration is thus assigned a probability of zero in these pre-
liminary numerical experiments.

2.3. T-cell Degradation

Collagenation progression is slow compared to traversal of
CD4 + cells through the FRCn; a discrete probability is thus associ-
ated with random occupation of a given lattice site by a cell at each
time step. Cell movement can be taken as random from entry
points, as suggested by earlier modelling studies (Donovan and
Lythe, 2012). Thus, the average distance of a cell from its entry
point increases in a linear manner with the square root of time
elapsed. Conversely, the distances of a large number of cells from
their point of entry are assumed to be Normally distributed, follow
a 2-dimensional Normal Distribution with discrete steps around
the location of the HEVs as the mean. The Standard Deviation
can then be validated from clinical data: Assuming an average cell
movement time of 10 h within a lymph node and a diffusivity of
60 mm2/minute, (Ganusov and Auerbach, 2014), with average path
length of 23 mm, (Novkovic et al., 2016), a Standard Deviation of
~8.5 lattice sites from HEV locations is indicated. The resulting dis-
tributions (P1. . .Pn) describe the probability of a lymphocyte being
present around each of the n HEVs in the model. Conflating these n
distributions yields the overall probability distribution P(L) of pres-
ence of a lymphocyte for any lattice location. The heat map in Fig. 2
illustrates this spatially heterogenous probability.
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We further state that an individual CD4 cell has a probability P
(AP|L) of undergoing apoptosis when close to a collagenated site. A
link between terminal tissue fibrosis and AIDS disease has been
suggested, where AIDS is associated with an approximate reduc-
tion of 80% or more of CD4 + cells from baseline, (Fauci et al.,
1996). This means that when collagenation spans the whole T-
cell zone – which is the case for the AIDS stage – CD4 + cells are
reduced to about 20% of the amount found in a healthy state. In
consequence, an approximate value of 0.8 is initially chosen for P
(AP|L). Due to patient-specific variations of the amount of
CD4 + cell decline until AIDS emerges, other values within the
range (0.7, 1.0) are also possible.

According to Bayes Theorem, the overall probability distribu-
tion P(AP) for apoptosis of a CD4 + cell at any lattice site is obtained
by the relation:

PðAPÞ ¼ PðAPjLÞPðLÞ
PðLjAPÞ ð1Þ

Apoptosis may only occur for a site with Lymphocytes present,
hence P(L|AP) becomes unity and P(AP) can be calculated by the
simple product of P(AP|L) and P(L). The resulting spatially depen-
dent probability distribution for apoptosis is computed for every
time step.

2.4. Parameter estimates

Parameter estimates, as described above, are summarized in
Table 1, with clinical data sources cited. Obtaining estimates for PINF
and PSwhich control collagenation progression in themodel is chal-
lenging due to the difficulty of obtaining lymph tissue samples over
the time course of HIV infection. A pool of patients was studied by
Zeng et al. (2012) with individuals assigned to one of three disease
stages of HIV infection based (healthy, pre-symptomatic, AIDS)
based on their CD4 + counts. The patients who did not receive
antiretroviral treatment prior to the study were subject to lymph
node biopsies, where analysis gave rise to quantification of FRCn
and collagen. The procedure was repeated some months after
patients started Antiretroviral Therapy. A remarkable result was
the collagen accumulations remaining constant after months of
treatment, while FRCn levels recovered at a certain degree. These
classifications provide coarse guidance on progression of collagena-
tion with time, but since the asymptomatic phase of HIV infection
can last for 10 years, granularity is low.

However, the amount of collagenation over a period of time has
been found to be inversely correlated with CD4 + cell count in lym-
phatic tissue, (Estes, 2013), similar to findings for blood. In conse-
quence, we utilize clinical data on progression of CD4 + counts in
blood (Fauci et al., 1996), where these show linear decline. Assum-
ing a similar relation for lymphatic tissue in our model, a decrease
of 0.19% of baseline CD4 + cells per week is assumed when no
treatment is applied. This value is based on the observation that
CD4 + depletion develops gradually from beginning of the chronic
Table 1
Parameter estimates for the spatial CA Tissue Model (from the literature).

Parameter name Parameter value
(range)

Source

PHEV 0.01 (0.006; 0.016) Shen et al. (2014)
PR 0 (�6.3E�3;

7.7E�03)
Zeng et al. (2012)

P(L) N ~ 0, 8.5 Ganusov and Auerbach
(2014)

P(AP|L) 0.8 (1.0; 0.65) Fauci et al. (1996)
Square Lattice side

length
500 ± (250; 1000) Novkovic et al. (2018)

Neighborhood size 8 (7.91; 8.558) Novkovic et al. (2016)
phase of HIV infection which takes ~10 years (in absence of treat-
ment) until AIDS symptoms emerge. It is should be noted, how-
ever, that this rate presents a typical value based on population
average. A period as short as 3 years to AIDS symptoms (‘fast pro-
gressors’) has been observed, (Ruffault et al., 1995), up to decades
without visual depletion (‘elite controllers’). It should be noted,
however, that such cases (specifically the latter) are extremely
rare. A more detailed exploration of these extreme values must
motivate future sensitivity analysis.
2.5. Simulation setup

Our primary aim is to assess the contribution of spatial effects
on the overall decrease of CD4 + cells through lymph tissue colla-
genation and the related FRC loss. In this context, it is interesting to
observe differences in the overall result if spatial effects are can-
celled out, i.e. if collagenation is allowed to take place exclusively
due to random effects. In the latter case, only random collagen
growth is permitted i.e. lattice cells may change their state from
H to C with a fixed probability Prand at each time step (termed ‘ran-
dom model’ in the following). To determine spatial contribution,
we assign amount of collagen in the context of apoptosis risk, (used
as a measure for CD4 + survival) by implementing computer sim-
ulations for the two models (spatial/random model), highlighted
above.

In this context, specific parameter estimates (PINF, PS, Prand) can
not be obtained directly from the literature, so required implemen-
tation of an inverse Monte Carlo approach, (McGreevy, 2001). This
enabled exploration of the parameter spaces of the respective
models (the ‘spatial’ or localized/small world and random ver-
sions). Repeated sampling is used to find candidate parameter com-
binations which are scored on the basis of closeness of the
simulated CD4 + apoptosis rates to CD4 + decline rates from clini-
cal data, using a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measure.
CD4 + cell loss shows great patient-specific variability with AIDS
symptoms emerging from three years to decades post infection,
(e.g. (Okoye and Picker, 2013). For this study, we use a population
average obtained from (Fauci et al., 1996; Greenough et al., 1999),
indicating a constant CD4 + cell loss of 0.19% per week from base-
line (zero order). Depending on the score change at each iteration
the candidate parameter refinement is either accepted (and used
as the new basis for sampling) or rejected. To avoid the problem
of convergence at local minima, this ‘hill-climbing’ algorithm also
employed a typical Metropolis-Hastings, (Robert, 2015)
modification.

Finally, in order to show the contribution of spatial heterogene-
ity to CD4 + count decrease during antiretroviral treatment inter-
ruptions, treatment initiation was mimicked by effectively
stopping simulated collagenation (setting respective probabilities
to zero) at different simulated infection stages, then subsequently
interrupted for fixed time periods.
3. Results and discussion

I. Spatial aspects of collagen formation have been found to be
associated with CD4 + apoptosis rates. For calibration of the spatial
model 5000 inverse Monte Carlo steps were performed in total,
with different starting values for PINF and PS chosen at random
every 1000 steps. Fig. 3 shows results for a subset of the generated
data, namely the 1000 points with near-optimal scores, where can-
didate values of the parameter describing neighborhood effects PINF
are plotted against their score function (RMS). The curve indicates
a minimum RMS around values of PINF between 0.0015 and 0.0045
depending on the setting of the ‘small world’ parameter PS chosen.
We found PINF and PS to be correlated in a power law fashion as



Fig. 3. Result of 1000 inverse MC steps for the spatial model. The X-axis denotes possible values for spatial collagenation parameter PINF while the Y-axis corresponds to RMSE
w.r.t. clinical data match. Marker sizes indicate value of corresponding ‘small world’ parameter PS.
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suggested, (Yang and Yang, 2007), with PINF = 0.0021 * PS
�0.195 in

this case. While linking these directly to clinical outcome is tenta-
tive, however, due to insufficient data about the degree of small
world in lymph tissue, the potential for refinement is clear. Given
the availability of more detailed data, it should be possible to nar-
row down the range of possible values for PINF and PS, which would
in turn provide a more exact representation of FRCn structure in
the CA model with corresponding improved viability of simulation
outcomes. As noted above, we assume the special case of PS to be
zero for subsequent spatial model simulations since our emphasis
is on local collagenation patterns. The random model with one
parameter was calibrated using 1000 Monte Carlo steps, where a
clearly defined minimum in terms of RMSE could be identified at
Prand � l�0:0035 (see Fig. 4).

To account for the heterogeneous progression rates of untreated
HIV infection observed in clinical practice, we varied the CD4 + de-
Fig. 4. Result of 1000 inverse MC steps for the random model. The X-axis denotes possib
RMSE w.r.t. clinical data match. Minimum RMSE value is obtained for Prand ~ 0.0035.
cline rates used for model calibration, using known extreme values
in both directions. Hence, to account for fast progressors we used a
decline rate twice as high as the average case. Conversely, we used
a decline rate half the normal rate to account for long term (non–)
progressors. Estimated data for PINF and Prand obtained by inverse
MC simulations for a range of progression speeds are presented in
Table 2. Such a sensitivity analysis is useful to testmodel robustness
and to determine valid parameter ranges. Results indicate clearly-
defined parameter ranges for PINF and Prand; however, for steeper
slopes of CD4 + decline (as for fast progressors) the range of possible
parameter values iswider, (i.e. is less precise). Also, both parameters
appear to change proportionally with progression speed. Doubling
or halving progression speed is reflected in similar proportional
changes in PINF, while the factor for Prand is around three.

The different dynamics for random and spatial model are illus-
trated in Fig. 5. Both panels show collagenation patterns for 100
time steps (~2 years) after simulated infection for a similar degree
le values for random collagenation parameter Prand while the Y-axis corresponds to



Table 2
Estimates for Pinf and Prand obtained by inverse MC simulations in relation to
different infection progression speeds. Values denote averages and standard devia-
tions of the 50 lowest scoring MC samples.

Parameter Infection progression (years until CD4 + depletion)

Fast (5 years) Average (10 years) Slow (20 years)

PINF 0.0093 (0.0011) 0.0042 (0.0028) 0.0024 (0.00024)
Prand 0.011 (0.0027) 0.0035 (0.00070) 0.0012 (0.00028)
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of CD4 + apoptosis. For the spatial model (Fig. 5a) it is clear that
collagen is concentrated in specific regions (colored red), predomi-
nantly around HEVs where CD4 + cells have a high probability of
a

 

Fig. 5. Lattice snapshots of simulated collagen localization for spatial model (a) and ran
forms more distinct clusters (a) compared to (b). Colors indicate simulated collagen den
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

a b

Fig. 6. Apoptosis rates per collagenated area (a) and profiles of collagen growth over tim
denotes ratio between the total reduction of CD4 + cells due to collagenation and total co
Prand = 0.0035, Y-scale in (a) truncated for visibility). (For interpretation of the references t
being present, whereas for the random model (Fig. 5b), collagen
is more diffused (colored blue) over the simulated tissue. The con-
sequences of those differences in collagen clustering on CD4 + apop-
tosis are illustrated in Fig. 6. The ratio of the total reduction of
CD4 + cells due to collagenation to total collagen accumulation is
defined here as ‘relative apoptosis’.

Since collagen formation starts at sites with high CD4 + through-
put (HEVs) for the spatial model (Fig. 6a), relative apoptosis starts
high but reaches a plateau over time as collagenation spreads to
regions with fewer CD4 + cells. In contrast, relative apoptosis
remains constant for the random model since collagen appears at
random locations, irrespective of CD4 + cell occupation. Thus, for
total collagen percentage over time, as shown in Fig. 6b, curve
b

 

dom model (b), at simulation time step 100 (equivalent to ~ 2 years). Collagenation
sity (red – high; blue – low; white - none). (For interpretation of the references to

e (b) for the spatial model (thick blue line) and random model (thin red line). Y axis
llagen accumulation. (Parameters. spatial model: PINF = 0.035, PS = 0; random model:
o colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 7. Differences in collagenation increase following interruptions depend on
amount of pre-existing collagenation for spatial (blue circles) and random model
(orange squares). Markers denote total increase from baseline in collagenation (Y-
axis) during subsequent interruption periods (X-axis). Extended treatment inter-
ruptions between time steps (weeks) 50, 150, 250, 350 with respective duration of
50 time steps. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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shapes are markedly different. Despite constant decay of
CD4 + cells (zero order), neither curve is linear, suggesting that
exact mechanisms of collagen formation patterns are yet to be
completely identified. Nevertheless, our results clearly show that
both spatial and random models agree with clinical data in terms
of showing CD4 + count decline. However, different predictions
for the ratio of total CD4 + reduction and collagenated areas (rela-
tive apoptosis) are obtained, since collagenation is more marked in
the spatial model. The fact that both models do not give the same
results concerning collagen accumulation and CD4 + decline, might
provide a connecting point for clinical research in assessing the
impact of spatial collagenation patterns in greater detail.

II The persistent effects of treatment interruptions also appear to
be related to treatment initiation timing or pre-existing immune
damage, (Hillmann et al., 2017). Using either of our models, treat-
ment interruption shows as an increase in collagenation, which is
halted but not reversed after re-initiation. Detailed data for this
sharp increase are displayed in Fig. 7 and illustrate the different
behavior of both models in terms of collagen build up. Results indi-
cate that the amount of interruption-induced extra collagenation
changes steadily for repeated treatment interruption and re-
initiation. However, the slope directions differ markedly among
the two models. For the random model, collagen buildup occurs
rapidly during the first interruptions but slows for subsequent
interruptions. The spatial model exhibits an inverse slope, with
the slow rate of collagenation for early treatment interruptions
increasing for each subsequent interruption. This profile of rate
change also indicates that large collagenated areas (present at later
stages of infection) will inevitably spread more rapidly in the spa-
tial model if treatment is removed, since the contact boundary
with uncollagenated areas is also larger. The implications for treat-
ment interruptions are particularly clear. While few interruptions
are less deleterious for predominantly spatial collagen spread
(and might be clinically acceptable under certain circumstances),
random spread implies that a first interruption is associated with
the most severe collagen increase and should be avoided.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we have addressed patterns of collagenation, aris-
ing from HIV infection under a set of assumptions for infection pro-
gression. The role of lymphatic tissue features in impairment of
immune system homeostasis is of considerable interest, but clini-
cal data are sparse to date, (Zeng et al., 2011). The best detailed
knowledge from recent clinical studies on indicative features is
used to indicate plausible ranges for key parameters and properties
of the prototype network assessed, using a CA approach. Small
world aspects have been considered in preliminary experiments,
(for example aspects of CD4 + trafficking simplified as a random
walk), but further elaboration of our basic models is feasible.

Results from the computer simulations indicate that collagen
formation patterns do influence the overall apoptosis rate of
CD4 + cells. Comparing our spatial model with random collagena-
tion in neither case indicates that accumulation of collagen occurs
at a constant (zero order) rate as suggested by clinical evidence of a
linear decline of CD4 + cells and its connection to collagen deposits.
For collagen increase directly reflecting the linear decline of
CD4 + counts, we argue that a combination of both spatial and ran-
dom effects is involved. Further investigation on viable parameter
ranges and model modification is clearly indicated.

Our results further suggest that the amount of lymph tissue
fibrosis caused by antiretroviral treatment interruptions depend
on the frequency and length of these interruptions. Based on the
preliminary assumptions adopted, we were able to quantify these
minute increases in tissue fibrosis. Indications also are that spatial
and/or random effects have marked impact on collagenation, with
adverse effects dependent on which of these predominate and the
number of interruptions which occur. Pre-existing collagen deposi-
tion may explain the variability in terms of T-cell loss and related
events in reported clinical studies, following interruptions of
antiretroviral treatment. Given that tissue effects were not consid-
ered in these studies, this may partially explain the conflicting
findings (Hirschel and Flanigan, 2009).

One motivation for this study was to explore whether a safe
margin exists for permitting treatment interruptions. The results
suggest that the amount of pre-existing impairment (or collagena-
tion) is directly related to the amount of damage caused by the
interruption. Findings also indicate a marked impact on collagen
increase of the kinetics of spread (spatial vs random). As such, this
may provide direction for further clinical investigation allowing
interruptions in a controlled manner, depending on disease pro-
gression for individual patients.

Major limitations of the model are clear and include the lack of
specific data on FRC and collagen tissue dynamics during interrup-
tions of antiretroviral therapy. The sparseness of sufficiently
detailed clinical data is a general issue in the area of biomedical
modelling, possibly linked to cost and potential data protection
issues involved for open data. However, initiatives like for the
Amsterdam Cohort Study on HIV/AIDS, (Coutinho, 1998), fuel the
hope of an increasing availability of publicly available data of high
quality. Other limitations concern CD4 + movement, where some
studies report deviations from the random walk assumed for this
model, (Banigan et al., 2015). Also, obtaining sufficiently detailed
data to discriminate between clustered and random collagenation
might be challenging due to inter-patient variations and assay
techniques available.

In addition, FRC dynamics were included indirectly only, to
reduce model complexity. This trade-off in depth versus breadth
is inevitable to some extent in modelling, but while more extensive
models (such as C-IMMSIM) are obviously desirable, practical lim-
itations of data availability for comprehensive and suitably precise
parameter estimation as well as high computational expense inevi-
tably apply. The aim here has been to explore lacunae in available
model features with the precision achievable, whilst balancing
other complexities, in order to address questions such as impact
of treatment interruption.

Further efforts must include an additional exploration of the
model parameter space including a more detailed sensitivity
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analysis to determine the parameters critical for the model. The
clinical data available were used as a basis for the inverse Monte
Carlo approach, (Mosegaard and Sambridge, 2002). Parameter esti-
mates obtained require both sensitivity analysis and, if possible,
further clinical validation especially with regard to small-world
properties of the network. Further efforts should also adress the
impact of a 3D lattice layout against the 2D layout assumed for this
study to rule out the formation of artifacts. Also, exploring differing
rates for CD4 + depletion reflecting a whole population as well as
regeneration capabilities of collagenated sites, are important
aspects motivating future research. Questions clearly remain on
the influence of duration, frequency and repetition of interruptions
on long-term tissue damage and the possible influence of pharma-
cological aspects, (Moreno-Gamez et al., 2015). In consequence,
our simulations represent a first step, with larger numerical exper-
iments needed to explore the maximum number of interruptions
and interruption intervals permissible to maintain appropriate
treatment integrity for various degrees of immune system impair-
ment to determine extent and probability of adverse effects, or
possible regeneration.

In summary, our study offers a novel view of spatial aspects of
collagen formation, which have been neglected in previous studies.
In terms of HIV treatment interruptions and their cumulative
effects, the approach has the potential to provide guidance in pro-
motion of more flexible treatment options.
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